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This summary page provides a high level overview of the 5 change principles & 
strategies that support each. Subsequent pages provide details on each principle, 
questions to ask and evidence-informed ideas to try in your clinic/program.  
 

Important Measures 
 

Practice Level 
Strategies 

1. Balance Supply and 
Demand for Non-

Appointment Work 

2. Synchronize all 
components of the 

appointment 
3. Predict and 

Anticipate Needs 
4. Optimize the 
Environment 5. Manage Constraints 

1.1*  Process (flow) Map 

 

2.1  Spaghetti Mapping 3.1  Determine a decision-
making process 

4.1  Use “open rooming” to 
maximize flexibility 

5.1*  Define all roles and 
responsibilities  

1.2 Measure daily demand 
and supply for non-
appointment work 

2.2  Cycle Time 3.2  Use regular “huddles”  4.2  Standardize exam rooms  
5.2  Identify the constraint 
(person or process) and drive 
unnecessary work away from 
the constraint 

1.3  Do a clinic walkthrough 
and record your observations 

2.3  Interruption Study 

 

3.3*  Create 
communication shortcuts 

4.3  5S 5.3  Cross-train staff 

1.4  Care Team Workload 
Analysis (CTWA) 

2.4   Synchronize the 
following components of 
the appointment: Patient; 
Provider/Staff; Room; 
Equipment; Information 

3.4  Develop a plan for late 
patients 

4.4   Keep rooms fully stocked 
at all times 

 

1.5  Commit to doing today’s 
work today  3.5  Develop a plan for late 

providers 

4.5   Develop systems to 
communicate the location of 
limited equipment at all times 

 

1.6* Right Person doing the 
right work 

  3.6  Plan for procedures 
and other special 
appointments 

4.6  Co-locate staff and 
equipment 

 

  3.7  Plan for expected and 
unexpected interruptions 

  

  3.8*  Use standard 
protocols 
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1. Balance Supply and Demand for Non-Appointment Work                                                            
 Ask Ideas 
1.1.  Process (flow) Map 
 Have you mapped the patient’s clinic visit? 

• E.g.) General appt’s, procedural appt’s 

Have you mapped specific support processes (from the staffs perspective)?  

• E.g.) Referral process, pt. check-in process, Rx-refills 

Have you mapped the patient journey through your system? 
Look for: unnecessary steps, wait times/delay’s, hand-off’s, opportunities to 
streamline processes, value-added vs. non-value added steps and 
communication points/processes. 

Identify a process to map (from the patient or staff perspective) and look for 
opportunities for improvement. 

• E.g.) patient journey, intake process, transition/discharge process, 
paper-work processes 

• Are all steps that are not patient facing value add? 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Measure daily demand and 
supply for non-appointment work 
 

How much time is required to perform non-appointment tasks vs. how much 
time do your staff have to complete these tasks?  How can we balance 
supply and demand for these tasks? 

What do your cycle time measures tell you about the work in your clinic? 

What messages are you sending (with interruptions and delay’s) to your 
patients? 

Do your actual appointment times align with the scheduled appointment time 
(truth in scheduling)? 

Measure cycle times of clinic processes & non-appointment work and look for 
opportunities to streamline the work (e.g. phone calls, emails, etc.) 

Perform a  cycle time study of the patient journey and analyze:  

• Total cycle time, minutes behind, red zone, wait to be seen, 
interruptions (how many and why) 

Schedule in time to complete non-appointment work. 

1.3  Do a clinic walkthrough and 
record your observations When you reflect on the information from the clinic walkthrough what 

surprises you?  

What would you change? 
 

Complete a Clinic Walkthrough from the patients perspective: 

• Have staff member, actual pt. or secret shopper go through the 
process of booking and attending an appt. 

• Record: Observations, wait’s, interruptions, issues, opportunities, 
customer service gaps, pre-visit instructions, parking availability 
etc. 

1.4  Care Team Workload Analysis 
(CTWA) Why would your team complete a CTWA? 

What steps do you need to take before you re-allocate tasks?  What needs 
might team members have? Do you notice duplicate tasks that multiple team 
members are doing or redundancies in work or high degree of variation in 
how much time tasks are taking? 

 

How much of your providers time is spent performing non-appointment work 
and what opportunities exist to reduce this? 

 

How much time do your clinicians spend on post encounter documentation & 
how much variation is there between providers? 

Use the AIM CTWA excel tool with instructions. 

• Measure and analyze the direct patient, indirect patient and non-
patient care activities occurring in the clinic. 

• Identify: Who is doing what work in the clinic, who should be doing 
the work, how much time is spent on each activity 

E.g. A clinic team found that RN’s were doing a significant amount of faxing 
that could be done by admin staff. 

E.g. A clinic found that the intake coordinator, the mental health therapist and 
the psychiatrist were all asking the patient for similar historical information in 
their initial appointments.  The 3 staff members agreed on the required 
patient history information for the program and allocated the task of taking 
patient history to the intake coordinator, saving time during the appointment 
for the therapist and psychiatrist.   
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1.5  Commit to doing today’s work 
today 
 

What tasks are you never able to get to that get pushed into tomorrow, next 
week? 

What tasks get batched (pile up to be completed on a specific day)?  What 
would be the impact on your time, your patients if you could complete all of 
these tasks the day they were requested? 

• E.g.) letters to insurance, reports, other correspondence 

Are there other staff members that can help in completion of these tasks? 

• E.g.) what paperwork tasks could a paralegal do for a physician? 

Try incorporating charting time into the patient’s appt. time to promote single-
piece flow vs. batching all charting at the end of the day/week. 

Try point-of-care charting. 

Try utilizing software to decrease charting time (e.g. dragon dictation). 
 
Develop standard charting templates for common procedures or therapies. 

1.6 Right person doing the right 
work Where do you see opportunities to re-distribute workload? 

What tasks could be automated? 

How can you free up more time for providers/physicians to see patients? 

What are some changes/ideas you’ve wanted to test but have not suggested 
yet? 

 
 

Map your clinic/service process & identified an owner for each step? 

• Front-office staff booking appointments (not clinicians) 
• MOA’s/nurses performing screening tests 
• Nurses performing procedural or CDM education and 

documentation instead of physicians. 
• Intake coordinator pulling relevant NetCare information to prep 

team prior to assessment 
• Who will be responsible for each step of admission, discharge, 

transition process 

Engage and train patients to participate in self-management (Better Choices 
Better Health Program) 
Access free education for providers (Health Change Methodology) 
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2. Synchronize all components of the appointment 

 Ask Ideas 
2.1  Spaghetti Mapping 

Where can efficiencies be created to decrease the amount of movement in 
the clinic? 

Use a spaghetti map to visualize the physical flow of pt’s, providers, 
information, and equipment.  

2.2  Cycle Time How much time is required for the pt. to check-in?   

How early are you asking them to come before their appt. time? 

How can you reduce or plan for variation in the different stages of the appt.? 

Perform cycle time measurements for number of patient visits to determine 
reasons for waits during the office visit. 

Measure cycle times for office processes to identify opportunities to decrease 
task/process time. 

2.3  Interruption Study 
 

 
How might you plan for important phone calls/other interruptions during the 
patient visit to avoid increasing wait times for patients? 

Measure how often, when and why interruptions are occurring during the 
visit. 

2.4 Synchronize the following 
components of the appointment:  

  

• Provider/Staff What factors interfere with starting on-time each morning and after lunch? 

How can you mitigate the barriers for providers to be on-time? 
How might you train other staff members to assist in the room with 
appointments? 
 

Start morning and afternoon clinic sessions on time and finish appointments 
on time 

Collect data to produce a minutes-behind graph 

Use scheduled pauses and/or book necessary non-appt. work to prevent 
falling behind 
Use >1 room  
Limit or eliminate interruptions 
Finish today’s non-appointment work today 
Shift work from providers to other appropriate staff members 

• E.g.) Develop a team approach with MOA/nursing staff to hand-off 
non-physician work in the room 

• Room   

 
 

How could you improve the way rooms are used? 

How might you ensure rooms are available and ready for the patient’s appt. 
time? 

What appointment types require room prep or clean-up? 

Develop mechanisms to keep rooms open and available at the right time 
(e.g. color coding system to identify open rooms) 

Use rooming criteria to ensure patients are prepared for the visit (e.g. Blood 
Pressure taken, patients gowned and ready for exam) 

Perform screening/non-physician tasks in a different space/room than exam 
room (e.g. nursing procedures) 

Standardize exam rooms (5S – see “Optimize the Environment”) 
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• Equipment  
 

Who is responsible for equipment maintenance/re-stocking? 

What equipment/materials are required in each room? 

 
 

Use restocking / Inventory replenishment system to ensure rooms are 
adequately stocked at all times (e.g. index or card system to identify when 
and how much inventory needs to be re-ordered) 

Standardize equipment in each room (e.g. B.P. machine in each room) 
Develop visual management to indicate where shared equipment is being 
used (e.g. tags, sticky notes) 
Move equipment to the patient just-in-time 

• Information   
 

What EMR/CIS rules do you have activated? 

What has been your experience using huddles at the beginning of the day, 
middle of the day or at the end of the day? 

Have you confirmed your panel/caseload, do you know who your patients 
are and what their needs are? 

Does your team have access to the patient information they need from other 
providers?  
 

Ask patient upon arrival to confirm demographics and who they consider is 
their primary physician/provider (update EMR) 

Use a “chart check” to ensure all information is correct 

Gather lab, x-rays and other results before the appt. (search NetCare) 

Use huddles (morning or end of day) to ensure the team has the required 
information they need to optimize the flow the day 
Use EMR prompts/reminders/rules to anticipate full potential of today’s 
appointment needs (max-packing) 
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3. Predict and Anticipate Needs 

 Ask Ideas 
3.1  Determine a decision-making 
process What common questions come up that could be anticipated and handled 

without asking a physician/clinician? 

 

Have a clear rule-set for decision making in clinic so that staff members can 
make decisions about patients/ processes without interrupting the clinician 
(ex. When is it appropriate to accept a “squeeze-in”, if a patient is late for an 
appointment what message is given to them). 

3.2  Use regular “huddles”  
What information would be valuable to share with your team to help prepare 
them for the day? 

What information do you need to know to best perform your job? 

Use brief (5 min) morning or afternoon huddles to communicate important 
details to all staff members and help plan for your day. 
 

3.3  Create communication 
shortcuts 

How much time is wasted in a given week due to miscommunication? 
 

Use Instant Messaging feature in EMR/computer/cell phone to quickly share 
important information with team members. 

Create standard procedures for prescription refills, specialist referrals, 
discharge & transition communication, etc.  
Create a system to indicate when clinician is behind (e.g. flag system on 
door) 

3.4  Develop a plan for late patients 
How often do we bend or break our late policy, how does this affect our 
other patients? 

 

Schedule in catch-up time (buffer time-slot) 

Policy around “what is considered too late” and when to re-book vs. 
accommodate the patient. 

Educate patients on “late” policy (e.g. signed agreement with clinic, signage 
in clinic and website). 

Create EMR/CIS reminders for chronically late patients and book accordingly 
(late in the day/week). 

3.5  Develop a plan for late 
providers 

What do your cycle time measures tell you about providers being on time? 

 

Try changing start time for appointments if providers consistently start their 
day late (cycle time measurement). 

Consider extending length of their appointments for providers chronically 
behind time during the day (cycle time measurement). 

3.6  Plan for procedures and other 
special appointments 
 

What appointment types typically go over time? 
 

Try extending appointment times at the time of booking for patients with 
complex needs (set up EMR reminders) 

Try eliminating carve-out’s (primary care) 
Refer back to “synchronize all components of appt.” for special appt. types. 
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3.7  Plan for expected and 
unexpected interruptions What do your patients hear when a staff member interrupts their visit? 

How many of these interruptions could be planned for and avoided? 
 

Plan for physician that is on call at hospital (re-book patients, option to see 
another physician in clinic etc.) 

Policy for pt. driven squeeze-in’s (e.g. mother attends appt. with 2 kids in tow 
who need to be seen)   

Develop a script and rule-set for acceptable interruptions (e.g. specialist on 
phone, emergency etc.) 
Measure how often the clinician is being interrupted during an appt. and why 
to help plan for the unexpected (interruption study). 

3.8  Use standard protocols Where do you see large variation in the way tasks are being performed? 

 

Create contingency plans for common occurrences. 

Create standard protocols for: 

• Booking, referrals, vacation planning, late patients, patient 
education, material replenishment, etc. 

• Communication of key information back to primary care or other 
specialists 

• Development of care pathways (e.g. client shows up for aplastic 
anemia, how you will treat this person?) 

o How many times will you want to see this client & at what 
frequency? 

o What kind of tests or procedures are required? 

o Criteria for successful discharge? 
o What are you going to offer vs. the Primary Care 

Provider (PCP)? How will you plan for transition back to 
the PCP? 
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4. Optimize the Environment 

 Ask Ideas 
4.1  Use “open rooming” to 
maximize flexibility 

Can any provider in your clinic use any room? 
Have you considered staggering provider start times and appt. times? 

Test allowing all providers to see patients in any room to increase the flow 
through the office.  

4.2  Standardize exam rooms  Do you have any “special rooms” that may create bottlenecks/waits? 

 
Stock each room with the same supplies and equipment to accommodate 
any procedure/provider in order to have open rooming. 

4.3  5S 
How might we logically organized and standardized workspaces to improve 
clinic operations? 
 

Try the “5S” approach: 

• Sort, Set In Order, Standardize, Shine, Sustain 

4.4  Keep rooms fully stocked at all 
times  Have you ever delayed an appt. because of a lack of supplies/equipment? 

How often do you have to leave the exam room to find a piece of 
equipment/supplies? 

Test using triggers to signify when supplies getting low (KanBan). 

Create a standard room stocking list. 

4.5  Develop systems to 
communicate the location of limited 
equipment at all times 

How often do you find yourself “searching” for equipment/supplies? 
B/P machine stored in central location, when removed leave a tag in its place 
to indicate which room it is in.  

4.6  Co-locate staff and equipment  What common pieces of equipment or supplies do you use regularly that are 
not in close proximity to your workstation? Create a spaghetti map to see how many steps you are taking throughout the 

day to get supplies/equipment.  Then move common pieces of equipment 
closer to eliminate steps (E.g. Printer at point-of-use). 
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5. Manage Constraints 

 Ask Ideas 
5.1  Define all roles and 
responsibilities  Who is performing each task in the clinic and who should be performing 

each task? 
What clinician tasks could be performed by another team member? 
 
What team member will handle communications during patient transitions? 

Train appropriate staff for in-scope procedures (e.g. nurses for paps, 
injections) to free up constrained clinicians time to see patients. 
 

5.2  Identify the constraint (person 
or process) and drive unnecessary 
work away from the constraint 

Which team member is typically the constraint to flow of patients/processes 
in the clinic (usually the clinicians)? 

What administrative tasks occupy a large amount of time that with proper 
training could be confidently handed off to another team member? 

Do you routinely ask every patient to check out at the desk?  How important 
is this step? 

Where are materials and information in short supply? 
Where are the waits/bottlenecks in your clinic? 

 

Re-allocate work to appropriate level of skill, expertise, and licensure. 
 
If patients are waiting on hold often, consider expanding phone system.   
 
Consider adding routine information to voice-mail message (fax #, clinic 
hours). 
 
If high use equipment is limited consider purchasing more. 
 
Reassess forms for ease of completion (check-off boxes, etc. rather than the 
need to write text) 

Consider abbreviated checkout for selected patients (e.g. patients who don’t 
need a follow-up appointment). 

5.3  Cross-train staff 
What tasks are at risk of not being performed if someone goes on vacation 
or is ill?  

Try cross-training staff on measurement collection, appointment booking, etc. 
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